Chevy truck dashboards
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to hold your travel mugs, sunglasses, keys and mobile entertainment. The truck interior parts we make in-house are officially licensed and meet all GM standards. Even though we’ve grown into one of the world’s largest automotive restoration suppliers, we continue to offer the same personalized service as at our original one-man body shop. It’s a big reason why people trust us whenever they need the right interior parts for a Chevy truck at competitive prices. Phone: Tech Line : New Customers Login. All Years All Types Car Truck. Toggle navigation Shop Search. All Years All Types Car Truck. Search Clear. Filter By: All Years All Types Car Truck. View as: List Grid. First Prev ious 1 2 3 Next Last. This angled fuse block assembly fits on the back of the original amp gauge in Chevrolet and GMC trucks. Includes a spacer and a 20 amp fuse. Replaces GM Limited Supply Item - availability is subject to stock on hand. This is a Limited Supply item and availability is subject to stock on hand. It has a White Needle. It has a Red Needle. Color of face is different than Chevy. GR Wait List Options. TN Wait List Options. These gaskets are used to mount the gauge cluster to the dash of GMC trucks. Installs second series only. Sold in pairs. This fuel dash gauge fits Chevrolet trucks with gauge clusters equipped with full gauges. For use on trucks with idiot light, non-gauge dashes. Replaces GM. Made in brass then chrome plated. Two required per vehicle. This is a beautiful reproduction of the dash bezel for Chevrolet dash bezel rim. The all chrome finish comes without the original brown paint highlights. See also SA for correct brown finish chrome bezel. Will fit if TN lower cover is used. This bezel comes in black with chrome highlights and includes the lower steering column cover. This reproduction dash bezel fits Chevrolet trucks with Air Conditioning. Bezel is black and aluminum. Note: This bezel will fit if used with TN lower steering column cover. Includes chrome instrument bezel, chrome speaker bezel bezel with black insert, and 2 piece steering column bezels. Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support. Product View Product Details. Product ABP. All American Billet universal billet aluminum dash knobs. These knobs are precision machined from T6 billet aluminum and feature a polished finish. Set screw included. Product ABS. These knobs are precision machined from T6 billet aluminum and feature a durable black anodized finish with polished accents. Set screw Product ABB. These knobs are precision engineered from T6 billet aluminum and feature a black anodized finish. Product AB These knobs are precision engineered from T6 billet aluminum and feature a machined finish. Product AMM. Auto Meter Sport Comp gauges feature the trademarked competition appearance and rugged, reliable performance of a satin anodized Super Bezel with black dials with white numbers and increments, bright orange pointers and Product AMJ. Auto Meter Sport Comp gauges feature the trademarked competition appearance and rugged reliable performance that Auto Meter gauges are known for. Housed within a satin anodized Super Bezel, black dials with white numbers and Ultra-Lite gauges are the hottest instruments in motorsports. All Ultra-Lite gauges feature aluminum construction that greatly reduces weight while satin anodized Super Bezels and dials with black numbering and increments Product AM Auto Meter Carbon Fiber gauges give your interior the complete look of rapid acceleration even when the car isn’t? The clean, racy look of a crisp anodized aluminum bezel, an actual carbon fiber dial face, silver Auto Meter Phantom gauges are race quality mechanisms featuring a subtle black bezel with stark white dials, bright orange pointers and perimeter incandescent lighting that make this extensive high performance line easy to Auto Meter Phantom gauges are race-quality mechanisms featuring a subtle black bezel with stark white dials, bright orange pointers and perimeter incandescent lighting that makes this extensive, high-performance line of Auto Meter Phantom gauges are race-quality mechanisms featuring a subtle black bezel with stark white dials, bright orange pointers and perimeter incandescent lighting that make this extensive high performance line easy to Auto Meter Ultra Lite II gauges feature satin anodized Super Bezels and dials with black numbering and increments, while “through-the-dial” patented LED lighting technology and glowing red pointers for superior visibility Auto Meter Ultra Lite II gauges feature satin anodized Super Bezels and dials with black numbering and increments, while “through-the-dial” patented LED lighting technology and glowing red pointers for superior visibility These gauges feature satin anodized Super Bezels and feature white gauge faces with black numbering and increment markers accenting by a Whether it is oil, fuel, or boost pressure, incorrect pressure is one of the most catastrophic scenarios that can happen. Knowing the precise pressure is critical to both its longevity and performance, as well as your peace Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes, Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Auto Meter Sport Comp Series 6. Ultra-Lite 7. Hg Electronic Vacuum Gauge. Hg Mechanical Vacuum Gauge. All Categories Dash Components. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to have problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours. The sun and elements can really take a toll on the look of your dash over the years. And for those looking to add a digital dash to their truck, the inserts for the RacePak IQ3 and Holley EFI, make it easy to
add high performance digital instrumentation to their truck. Our inserts are made from vacuum formed ABS that is precision manufactured to be a direct fit in to the console. We use only high quality ABS material, which makes a big difference inside your ride. We are very excited to be able to bring these three new dashes to the racing, restomod and protouring truck motorsport markets. Available in matte black, brushed aluminum and carbon fiber, the new 6-gauge and digital dash inserts will fit right in where the stock cluster went using stock fasteners. Easily installed, only commonly available tools are needed, and the swap can be performed by competent do-it-yourselfers in an afternoon. Manufactured in Carson City, Nevada, Classic Dash custom panels can help you find a dash that fits your needs while selecting the finish and gauges that fit your style. Custom panels are available in several different finishes including matte black, brushed aluminum, and carbon fiber. Available without gauges or in complete packages, everything needed for installation sending units, wiring kits, accessories, etc. Unfortunately, at this time, we do not manufacture a dash panel for a Chevy Truck. We may start production on this dash panel in the future but, as of today, there are no immediate plans to start production. We apologize for this inconvenience. Would you be able to help? We manufacture dash panels that house the instrument gauges. Jerry Vanvalkenburg Posted at h, 04 November Do you produce a dash extension for Chevy truck? Paco Posted at h, 06 November Hello Mr. Vanvalkenburg, Unfortunately, at this time, we do not manufacture a dash panel for a Chevy Truck. Paco Posted at h, 10 June We manufacture dash panels that house the instrument gauges.